Blue & Brown Spirit Wing Commander
SIHH 2017 – This year, Speake-Marin presents for the first time two Wing Commander with a white
dial. These two watches are a limited edition of 28 pieces.
Since the creation of Speake-Marin in 2002, the Swiss brand creates in its Swiss workshop high-end
watches which are exhibited in cases in titanium with a distinctive design. In this case we find the most
utilitarian of all Speake-Marin collections: The Spirit.
In 2015, these two models brought a little color to their dials parrying red, blue or orange. This year,
Speake-Marin brings two new models to this collection: the Blue and Brown Spirit Wing Commander, in
two limited editions of 28 watches.
For these models, as for the rest of Wing Commander Collection, Speake-Marin was inspired by the
British military and pilots watches of 60 years ago to make a very pure vintage design with, for the first
time, a white dial in the Wing Commander collection.
To obtain a greater legibility, the white dial is only dressed by 2 romans numerals, the indexes and a
colored seconds disk. The last detail is the blue DLC coating on the case sides. These touches of
refinement make it a distinctive symbol of the Spirit collection.
Two limited editions of 28 watches? The idea was to create very limited editions to allow Speake-Marin
to realize multiple new ideas by creating ephemeral collections, without adding numerous watches to the
existing collection.
Furthermore, the blue and the brown were chosen for their direct link with the identity of the brand
which was refined this year!
A collection whose passionate motto of Peter Speake-Marin "Fight, Love & Persevere" is engraved on
the case back of each watch. Much more than a motto for the creator, it is a lifestyle.
These two watches are a limited collection of 28 pieces.
www.speake-marin.com
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New Blue Wing Commander
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LIMITED EDITION

Calibre Timeless 1024, mechanical self-winding movement
Central hours and minutes, Seconds disk inspired by “Topping Tool”,
Big date at 12 o’clock
48 hours
Iconic Piccadilly case in titanium.
Front sapphire crystal treated with anti-reflective coating.
Blue DLC coated case sides
Case-back engraved motto “Fight, Love and Persevere”
42 mm
3 bar (30 meters)
White dial. Blue minute markers. White Super-LumiNova® SpeakeMarin style central hour and minute hands.
Rubber or calf leather
Pin buckle in titanium
28 watches

www.speake-marin.com
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New Brown Wing Commander
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LIMITED EDITION

Calibre Timeless 1024, mechanical self-winding movement
Central hours and minutes, Seconds disk inspired by “Topping Tool”,
Big date at 12 o’clock
48 hours
Iconic Piccadilly case in titanium.
Front sapphire crystal treated with anti-reflective coating.
Case-back engraved motto “Fight, Love and Persevere”
Blue DLC coated case sides
42 mm
3 bar (30 meters)
White dial. Brown minute markers. White Super-LumiNova® SpeakeMarin style central hour and minute hands.
Rubber or calf leather
Pin buckle in titanium
28 watches

Should you need further information,
do not hesitate to contact our communication manager
by e-mail: veronique@speake-marin.com or by phone: +41 21 695 26 56.

www.speake-marin.com

